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Presenter
Presentation Notes
My name is Dave Gerasimow, and I’m an IP attorney with the Chicago office of Husch Blackwell.I’ll be talking today about enforcing IP rights in the United States through federal district court litigation.I wanted to focus my presentation specifically on enforcing IP rights against Chinese companies, because it presents some unique considerations and challenges, particularly when compared against Chinese companies enforcing their own IP rights in the U.S. federal court system.   In my experience, when a Chinese company voluntarily submits to the jurisdiction of the U.S. federal courts in order to enforce its own IP rights – say, against an American entity – those cases tend to proceed generally along the same lines as any other IP case, and they don’t tend to present the same issues that filing and prosecuting cases against Chinese companies can present, and so that’s what I wanted to talk about today.



Overview
Patent versus trade secret protection
• What’s the difference?

Patent enforcement in U.S. district court and 
the U.S. International Trade Commission (ITC)
• Patent enforcement scenarios
• Pre-litigation considerations
• Discovery and enforcement issues

Defend Trade Secrets Act (DTSA)
• Advantages over earlier state laws
• Remedies available to employers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In terms of a brief overview, I first wanted to touch on the types of patent infringement that tend to implicate Chinese entities.  Second, supposing you do have a viable patent infringement case against a Chinese company, I want to share some pre-litigation considerations, including whether you’d want to enforce against the Chinese entity or perhaps some other entity that might make prevailing in your case easier.And then, finally, if enforcing against a Chinese company in U.S. district court seems like the way to go, some things to expect in the case.



Patent vs. Trade Secret Protection

Patent
• Government grant providing right to 

exclude others from using novel 
and non-obvious invention in 
exchange for public disclosure

• Obtained from Patent Office after 
application/examination process

• ~20 year term

• Independent invention no defense 
to patent infringement claim

Trade Secret
• Information that derives value from 

secrecy and that is kept secret

• No registration required

• Potentially indefinite term

• Independent invention allows 
others to use; reverse engineering 
allowed



Enforcing Patents in 
U.S. District Court



Overview
Patent enforcement scenarios
• When are Chinese companies at risk for 

district court litigation?

Pre-litigation considerations

• Who to sue?  And whether to sue at all?

Discovery & enforcement issues

• What to expect?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In terms of a brief overview, I first wanted to touch on the types of patent infringement that tend to implicate Chinese entities.  Second, supposing you do have a viable patent infringement case against a Chinese company, I want to share some pre-litigation considerations, including whether you’d want to enforce against the Chinese entity or perhaps some other entity that might make prevailing in your case easier.And then, finally, if enforcing against a Chinese company in U.S. district court seems like the way to go, some things to expect in the case.



Patent Enforcement Scenarios

• Direct infringement (35 U.S.C. § 271(a))
• Example: Chinese company that imports an 

accused product into the U.S.

• Induced infringement (35 U.S.C. § 271(b))
• Example: Chinese company that makes an 

accused product and then intentionally causes 
a customer to import it into the U.S.

• Specific intent to encourage infringement req’d

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With respect to enforcement of U.S. patents, there’s a number of provisions in the U.S. Patent Act that create causes of action that could implicate Chinese companies.The first – and I think most straightforward – cause of action is one for direct infringement.  And a simple example of direct infringement that could implicate a Chinese entity is importing a patented product into the US. I had said that I considered this type of infringement to be the most straightforward and that’s because, unlike some of the other causes of action I’ll discuss shortly, a finding of direct infringement doesn’t require any sort of showing as to the defendant’s state of mind.  If you import a patented product into the US without the patent owner’s authorization, that’s an act of direct patent infringement.  While knowledge or ignorance of the patent owner’s rights can have an effect on damages, those things aren’t generally relevant to liability.Another type of patent infringement is called induced infringement, and an example that’s relevant here is, say, a Chinese company that causes another company – say, one of its distributors or customers – to import the accused product into the US.  I’ve had this situation happen where we notified a Chinese manufacturer of its infringement and the Chinese manufacturer said it would stop making and importing the accused product, but then simply provided its inventory to another Chinese entity to import.One important thing to note about induced infringement is that it requires a particular state of mind, namely, knowledge of the patent and a specific intent to infringe, which are not always the easiest things to prove.



Patent Enforcement Scenarios

• Contributory infringement (35 U.S.C. 
§ 271(c))
• Example: Chinese company that imports a 

material part of a patented invention into the 
U.S., knowing that the component was made 
or adapted for use in an infringing manner

• Non-staple goods
• Importing products made by a patented 

process (35 U.S.C. § 271(g))

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There’s a couple of other types of infringement that could implicate Chinese entities.Contributory infringement is similar to induced infringement in the sense that it requires showing a particular state of mind in the context of supplying a material part of the patented invention, knowing that the component is made or adapted for use in an infringing manner.An important to thing to know about contributory infringement is that it does not encompass the importation of commodity-type products that have substantial non-infringing uses.  Just one, realistic non-infringing use can avoid contributory infringement. And a final example – one that doesn’t come up too often but I think tends to show the substantial territorial scope of the US patent right – is the cause of action provided by Section 271(g) of the Patent Act, and that’s importing a product made overseas by a patented process.  So, the importation into the US of that product can still give rise to liability even though the patented process was performed entirely overseas.



Pre-Litigation Considerations

• Who to name as the defendant?
• Does Chinese company have U.S. operating 

company?
• Does Chinese company have large U.S. 

customers?
• Example: U.S.-based national retailers

• If “yes” to either, consider enforcement 
options that can achieve desired result 
without naming Chinese company

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, if you’re dealing with one of these acts of infringement that I just discussed, and are thinking about bringing a case against a Chinese company, there are some things to think about first.In a minute, I’ll be talking about some challenges in enforcing patents against Chinese entities, and I think it’s important to consider at the outset whether some of those challenges can be avoided entirely by pursuing a different approach.First, a lot of issues can be avoided if the entity you want to enforce against has a U.S. subsidiary.  If that sub is engaging in acts of infringement, then enforcing against the US sub can obviate a lot of issues concerning jurisdiction and discovery.  This strategy can work well with a larger US operating company that’s more familiar with litigation, and interested in protecting its broader reputation.  On the other hand, sometimes, the US subsidiary is very small, with only a few employees and very little capital, making it a less-than-optimal enforcement option.Another option to consider is customers.  Using and selling a patented product can be an act of patent infringement, so customers can be named as defendants.  And that works particularly well if there’s a few large, US-based customers.[Give LED / Home Depot and Amazon examples]



Pre-Litigation Considerations

• Pre-suit contact and negotiations?
• Risk of default
• Risk of increased cost and time to litigate
• Challenges in obtaining recovery and 

enforcing judgment
• Risk of breach of settlement agreement

• Carefully consider enforcement options

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some additional pre-suit considerations include whether filing suit in district court is really even necessary.For example, I’ve had some success in using notice letters to open a line of communication with Chinese entities, and in reaching out-of-court resolutions as to the accused conduct.  I’ve found this works best where the U.S. patent owner is relatively well-known in the field, and where the accused product is not terribly critical to the business of the Chinese company, say, a single product in a broader product portfolio.On the same theme of out-of-court resolutions, I briefly wanted to touch on settlement agreements, and the difficultly in enforcing them. [Give LED example]And so, more generally, given some of the challenges I’ll be discussing, it’s also really worth considering the viability of other enforcement options, including the kinds that other panelists have mentioned here today.



Service Considerations

• Use procedures from Federal Rules?
• Otherwise, use Hague Convention
• Alternative means:

• Rule 4(f)(3): U.S. court’s discretionary 
authority to direct service by other means not 
prohibited by international agreement
Nuance Commc’ns v. Abbyy Software House, 626 
F.3d 1222 (Fed. Cir. 2010)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Challenges in enforcing against Chinese entities generally start at the outset with service.Ideally, from a service perspective, if the Chinese company has officers or managers in the US, service of the complaint can be effected simply by delivering process to the officer or manager, in the same way you might serve a US entity.  There’s some case law suggesting lower-level employees, such as sales representatives, can be considered “managing agents” but this is likely to give rise to motion practice over the sufficiency of service.But if the defendant does not have a significant US presence, and that’s often the case, service under the Hague Service Convention is probably the way to go.  Both the US and China are signatories to the Hague Convention, among many other countries.  The Hague Convention allows signatory countries to limit and object to certain types of service, which is what China has done.  China has objected to service by mail, for instance.  Thus, the main way to effect service in China under the Hague convention is present the complaint to the Chinese Central Authority, which has been set up to receive service requests under the treaty. The Central Authority in China can easily take 4-12 months to rule on service requests.  I think the main point is that service under the Hague Convention can be very slow and complicated, and given that time can be of the essence in business and IP disputes between competitors, if service is going to be an issue, you might want to consider other enforcement options, such as the ITC.



Discovery Considerations

• Depositions
• No depositions in China
• Use other location (U.S., Hong Kong)

• Teleconference or videoconference possible

• Documents and other discovery
• If subject to personal jurisdiction, use Federal 

Rules
• Otherwise, use Hague convention

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once the case proceeds to discovery, there’s some similar issues.  Chinese law does not permit depositions to occur in China, but that doesn’t mean there won’t be depositions in the case.  They can occur elsewhere.  Typically, in my experience, the parties agree to Hong Kong or the US, but Taiwan is also an option.  I’ve also seen increased willingness on the part of US courts to allow those depositions to be done by video or teleconference, though it can often be a point of dispute whether officers and corporate representatives must come to the US to be deposed in person in the district where the action is pending.Document discovery is somewhat easier than depositions, provided the defendant is the subject to the US court’s jurisdiction.   The Hague Evidence Convention is available, too, but like the service convention, is an exceedingly slow and complex process.  For example, I’ve used it several times to obtain prior art documents in foreign jurisdictions but even if you make your Hague request at the very beginning of discovery, you still might not get any response by the close of discovery, making any information you get rather useless.[Request from US Court, goes to Central Authority (Ministry of Justice), and then through various levels of the Chinese court system, executed by lower PRC court.  Can be requests for clarification]



Further Discovery Considerations

• Many foreign defendants are unfamiliar 
with U.S.-style discovery

• Increased time and expense:
• Travel
• Reluctance to participate in discovery tends to 

create disputes, impede progress, and 
ultimately prevent discovery of relevant info

• Translation of documents and testimony



Collection/Enforcement Issues

• Default still requires proof of damages
• Third-party discovery to prove sales
• Expert damages report?

• Lack of enforceability of U.S. judgments
in China

• Seek an injunction in U.S.
• Consider enforcement in other 

jurisdictions, including China

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Give example of default; default does not automatically result in judgment for  damages; still need to prove damages though under a somewhat relaxed standard compared to ordinary patent cases; perhaps use damages expert]Even if a judgment is obtained, by and large, they are not enforceable in China.  I think, therefore, that an injunction against importation can be a useful remedy, but if that’s really your client’s goal, I’d consider pursuing an ITC investigation since a default exclusion order can usually be obtained much faster.Ultimately, as other presenters have suggested, enforcement through the Chinese court system is an option.  For me, this is something that has been pretty successful when done in conjunction with good Chinese counsel.  And it’s really something to consider as an alternative to enforcement in U.S. district court.So, in sum, enforcing against Chinse entities in federal court is generally a challenging experience, and the client’s goals must be balanced against the risks and challenges I’ve mentioned today.  I think those goals can really drive the decision of how to approach enforcement and in determining the best avenue for enforcement.



Enforcing Patents at the 
U.S. International 
Trade Commission



U.S. International Trade Commission

• Federal administrative agency in Washington, DC that 
investigates various unfair international trade practices

• Pros:
• Typically faster than district court litigation
• Jurisdiction over products
• Broad remedies available to block importation

• Cons:
• Expedited schedule tends to increase costs, particularly upfront

• Consider alternative fee arrangements and litigation funding?

• Additional proof requirements, such as existence of domestic 
industry



Chinese-Based Entities at the ITC

• ITC investigations frequently involve 
Chinese entities as respondents

• Increasing trend of Chinese entities 
appearing and defending against 
investigation, as opposed to defaulting

• Significant success rates in investigations 
involving Chinese entities as respondents



Defend Trade 
Secrets Act



Defend Trade Secret Act

• Enacted in 2016
• Federalized civil trade secret protection in light 

of patchwork of state law interpretations creating 
venue and comprehensive enforcement issues

• Traditional remedies 
• Injunctive relief
• Compensatory and exemplary damages

• Plus ex parte seizure orders
• In “extraordinary circumstances”

• Plus whistleblower protections



Extraterritorial Limits of DTSA

• U.S. citizens, resident aliens, and 
companies, no matter location of theft

• Foreign individuals and companies, if act 
in furtherance of theft committed in U.S.
• Law developing around “act in furtherance” 

and “foreign commerce”
• Email contact and other electronic 

communications with U.S.-based entities?
• Analogs to existing espionage and computer fraud 

statutes



Questions?
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